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“Life is what happens to you… while you are busy making other plans.”  
 
- John Lennon 
 
(from the song Beautiful Boy [Darling Boy] from his last album Double Fantasy 1980) 
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Abstract 
 
 This thesis serves as documentation of my efforts to define accurately my creative 
process as an actor in creating the role of Doc Gibbs in Our Town by Thornton Wilder. This 
includes research, rehearsal journal, character analysis and evaluation of my performance. Our 
Town was produced by the University of New Orleans Department of Film, Theatre and 
Communication Arts in New Orleans, Louisiana. The play was performed in the Robert E. Nims  
Theatre of the Performing Arts Center at 7:30 pm on the evenings of April 22 through April 24, 
2010 and April 29 through May 1, 2010 as well as one matinee at 2:30 pm on Sunday, May 2, 
2010. 
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 1 
Introduction 
 
 I arrived at the University of New Orleans during August of 2008. I began my MFA 
studies that fall. The program that I enrolled in was traditionally a three-year program. However, 
I was an exception, because I had previously taken four semesters of graduate classes in theater 
arts from the University of Texas at El Paso. Twelve hours of this credit would be able to be 
transferred to UNO. This would leave me with only having to take five semesters of classes, 
allowing me to graduate in two and a half years instead of three. This would also enable me to 
teach beginning my second semester at UNO. 
 My first semester at UNO, I was cast as the Old Man in Eugene Ionesco’s The Chairs. 
During the spring of 2008 I was cast as the lead in Macbeth. This was the most challenging role 
that I had undertaken up until that point. Upon its completion, I wondered what could possibly be 
more challenging. The Absurdist play by Inonesco would prove to be just that. 
 The following semester, the spring of 2009, I was cast as Don Pedro in William 
Shakespeare’s Much Ado About Nothing. Initially, I thought I wanted the role of Benedick, but it 
was not to be; however, the Prince was a light-hearted role, and I had a lot of fun creating him. I 
enjoyed watching the other actors grow as well, and Much Ado About Nothing was and is my 
favorite of all of Shakespeare’s plays.  
 During the fall of 2009, I undertook the most difficult process of my life. I was cast as 
four separate characters in the original script Verses from Jordan by UNO playwright Bradley 
Troll. I was cast as the Man, the Father, Gift Giver and Walt Whitman. It was a tremendous task 
trying to develop four separate and distinctive characters.  The content of the play was also 
challenging, as it concerned the taboo subject of bug chasing, a current counter-culture 
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movement amongst the gay community, where gay men actively pursue acquiring the AIDS 
virus.  
 It was also decided during the fall of 2009 that my thesis role would be the Reverend 
Shannon in Tennessee Williams’ The Night of the Iguana. However, this was not to be. Due to 
unfortunate circumstances beyond my control, my health prevented me from participating in the 
production. As a result, it was decided that my thesis role would be Doc Gibbs in UNO’s spring 
2010 production of Our Town. This particular role would be considerably more difficult than any 
other role that I had had during the previous five years. Doc Gibbs was concise. The challenge 
before me was being able to establish a memorable and truthful character in the short amount of 
time the Doc was on stage, and challenging it was indeed. 
 UNO and the city of New Orleans, during my two and a half years there, pushed me in 
directions I never would have chosen for myself.  
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Biographical Information 
 
 Thornton Niven Wilder was born on April 17, 1897 in the capital city of Madison, 
Wisconsin. Although he was born in what is considered Midwestern America, his family roots 
were deeply seeded in New England, specifically Maine. This would become more and more 
evident later in his life. His parents were Amos Parker Wilder and Isabella Niven Wilder. 
Unfortunately, not that he was aware of it at the time, Thorton’s life was marked from the 
moment he entered this world by tragedy, as his twin brother died during their birth. However, 
eventually, Thornton would become the second oldest of five siblings. He had one older brother 
named after their father, Amos. He also had three younger sisters: Isabel, Charlotte, and the 
youngest member of the family, Janet. (Konkle) 
 From an early age, Thornton was a world traveler. His father, who was a prominent 
newspaper owner and editor, was also the United States Consul General to Hong Kong and 
Shanghai, China.  At the age of eight years old in the year of 1906, the Wilder family crossed the 
Pacific Ocean to reside in Hong Kong. This was a short-lived visit to China, as they returned to 
the United States during the month of October of that same year. They would move to Berkeley, 
California. During the fall of 1906, Thornton would begin his tenure at the Emerson Public 
School located in Berkeley. He would continue schooling there until 1910. During the summer of 
1910, the Wilder family would return across the Pacific Ocean to China where he would attend 
the China Inland Mission School located at Chefoo for the following two years. He and his 
family would return to the United States once again in 1912. This time they would move to Ojai, 
California, where he would begin studies at the Thatcher School. From the Thatcher School, 
Thornton would return to Berkeley, where he would attend and graduate from Berkeley High 
School in 1915. It was during these years that Thornton would develop his interest in the theater 
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world. It was here that he performed in his first play, The Russian Princess. After his graduation 
from high school, Thornton would leave the sunny west coast of California for Oberlin College, 
located in Ohio. He would spend two years there, but would eventually return to his New 
England roots and enroll at Yale University, where he would graduate with his B. A. in the 
1920’s. (Konkle) 
 After this accomplishment, Thornton would leave the United States once again. This 
time, however, he would travel in the other direction, crossing the Atlantic Ocean, this time 
traveling to Rome, where he would attend the esteemed American Academy. This particular 
school is the oldest American school located in Europe for independent study of the arts and 
humanities.  He attended the Academy during the years 1920 through 1921.  It was during this 
time that Thornton began to develop and cement his skill and love of writing, his formative 
years. After these few influential years in Italy, Thornton returned to the United States once 
again. This time he would find himself in Lawrenceville, New Jersey at the Lawrenceville 
School, where he would first teach classes in the French language. Because of its proximity, 
Thornton would next enroll at Princeton University where he would eventually receive a Masters 
of Art in French during the year 1926. (Konkle) 
 However, it was during these early years of the 1920’s that Thornton would begin his 
visits to the MacDowell Colony, located in Peterborough, New Hampshire. The MacDowell 
Colony was founded in 1907 by Edward and Marian MacDowell with strictly donated funds. The 
Colony was specifically designed to give poets, artists, writers, playwrights and composers a 
sanctuary in which to work and create without distraction. Visits were limited to no more than 
two months at a time. Room and board were provided. An environment was created which left 
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the visitor with nothing to worry about other than their craft. Over the years an estimated sixty 
Pulitzer Prizes were awarded to alumni of the Colony, three of which belong to Thornton Wilder. 
 Although one might assume Thornton to be the genius of the Wilder family, it must be 
noted that he was brought up and nurtured in a very talented and intelligent environment.  
Thornton’s father, Amos Parker Wilder was born and raised in the New England state of Maine. 
Preceding his middle son’s attendance, Father Wilder also attended Yale University, where he 
received his B. A. in 1884, as well as his P.H.D. in 1892, on the reformation of municipality 
systems. After leaving Yale, he would pursue work as a journalist all over the upper northeast, 
including New York City. During 1894, the same years as his marriage to Isabella, Thornton’s 
mother, Amos would purchase a considerable interest in the Wisconsin State Journal. He would 
sit as editor of the paper until 1906. Because of relationships with William Howard Taft and 
President Theodore Roosevelt, Father Wilder would receive an appointment, as previously 
stated, as United States Consul General to China. He would remain in his country’s service until 
1914. After his retirement he would return to Yale as an instructor. (Konkle) 
 Isabella Niven Wilder, Thornton’s mother, was the daughter of a New York clergyman. 
Mother Wilder always took it upon herself to be well read. She kept up with all of the modern 
writers and dramatists. She also had a passionate love of poetry and often wrote her own poems. 
She enjoyed translating European works into English. Wherever the Wilder family lived, Isabella 
always took it upon herself to be a cultural force within her family as well as within their 
community.  During the year 1920, she broke barriers by becoming the first female elected 
official in the city of Hamden, Connecticut. Thornton held his mother in very high regard. He 
called her “… one of Shakespeare’s girls – a star danced and under it I was born.” 
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 Amos Niven Wilder, Thornton’s older brother, also attended Yale University where he 
received a B.A. as well as a P.H.D. A consummate academic, Brother Wilder also studied at 
Oxford University and at the University of Brussels. He served in the American Field Service 
during the First World War as well as in the artillery forces as a corporal. In 1926, Amos became 
an ordained minister for the community of North Conway, New Hampshire. After several years 
of being a pastor, Brother Wilder began following a prolific career as a teacher all over the 
country, including such schools as the University of Chicago, Andover and the Harvard Divinity 
School. On top of all his academic successes, Amos was also an award-winning poet and literary 
critic. (Konkle) 
 Charlotte Wilder was Thornton’s oldest sister. She too attended Berkeley High School 
and upon her graduation she moved on to Mount Holyoke College where she graduated magna 
cum laude with a B. A. in English in 1919. She went on to receive an advanced degree from 
Radcliffe University. The high point of her intellectual career was when she received the Shelley 
Memorial Award for poetry in 1937. Unfortunately in 1941, Charlotte suffered from a severe 
nervous breakdown, a tragedy from which she would never recover. She lived in institutions for 
the rest of her life. She died in 1980. (Konkle) 
 Isabel Wilder was somewhat less prolific than her older siblings. She attended an 
estimated thirteen different schools before she was the age of twenty. She never did attend a 
college or university formally. However, Isabel was one of the first students the Yale School of 
Drama graduated in 1928. Despite her aloofness with her schooling she did pen three novels 
during the Great Depression. Her most important role, though, was her relationship with her 
brother, Thornton. They were extremely close. Isabel never wed. As a result she devoted her life 
to her brother’s career, serving as his agent, spokeswoman and representative to society. After 
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their parents passed away, Isabel moved in with Thornton in their family home. She was by his 
side at his deathbed. She passed away in 1995. (Konkle) 
 Janet was the youngest of the Wilder children, but by no means lesser than any of the 
others. She graduated from New Haven High School in Connecticut and went on to attend Mount 
Holyoke College as her sister Isabel did. She too graduated magna cum laude in 1933. She 
continued on and received a P.H.D. from the University of Chicago in zoology. Janet married a 
young attorney during the year 1941 and moved to Amherst, Massachusetts, where she and her 
husband dedicated their lives to conservation efforts and animal rights. Upon her death in 1994, 
Amherst University honored her passing by giving her the title “The First Lady of 
Amherst.”(Konkle) 
 After I read about the aforementioned accolades of the entire Wilder family, the amount 
of success that Thornton Wilder received over his long and adventurous life does not seem so 
surprising. However, this is not to say, by any means, that his achievements should be trivialized 
or seen as something that was expected or typical of a man with his academic and intellectual 
heritage. It is not. Thornton Wilder was an exceptional American writer and creator.  
 From the time he attended the American Academy in Rome during the early 1920’s, to 
the period which sparked his interest in writing, until the year before his death in 1975, a nearly 
fifty-year span, Wilder achieved more success and accolades than any one writer/ playwright 
could possibly dream of. Over this fifty-year period, Wilder penned seven novels, the second of 
which, The Bridge of San Luis Rey, won him his first Pulitzer Prize in the year 1927 at the young 
age of thirty. In 1963, Thornton, was awarded the Presidential Medal of Freedom, the highest 
award that can be given to a civilian in the United States, by President John F. Kennedy.  
Recipients of the award include Cesar Chavez, John F. Kennedy (himself/ posthumously), 
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Roberto Clemente, Harvey Milk and a plethora of other notable Americans. In 1965 The 
National Book Committee awarded him the Medal for Literature. With the publication of The 
Eighth Day in 1967, he received the National Book Award. (Konkle) 
 However, despite his tremendous success amongst the realm of fictional literature, the 
world will remember Thornton Wilder, in my opinion, most notably for his theatrical endeavors. 
In 1938, his now long enduring epic about a small New Hampshire town named Grover’s 
Corners entitled Our Town was introduced to America. One could say that the early success and 
recognition of this legendary play can now be seen as a foreshadowing of what was to come for 
the play. Even today Our Town is one of the most produced plays in the United States. Thornton 
received his second Pulitzer Prize for this endeavor.  
 Only four years later, Thornton would follow up the success of Our Town with a play 
entitled The Skin of our Teeth. Once again, he received the Pulitzer Prize for his efforts.  
 As we move further into the 21st century, we move further and further away from the life 
of a man that began in the 19th century, and yet his work continues to endure as does his legacy. 
Thornton Wilder will persevere. 
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Wilder’s World 
 
 David H. Watters, the Director of the Center of New England Culture located at the 
University of New Hampshire, states within the introduction of his study guide to Our Town, 
“Wilder, however, avoided an aesthetic or political agenda, drawing instead on the rich 
repository of associations and memories that could draw audiences to consider the essential 
value of daily life in America.” 
 Wilder crafted a play which would come to embody the essence of what it was like and 
what it meant to be a part of a small New England community. He was meticulous in his vision. 
He was specific in his description. He created a community that anyone of us might have been a 
part of during the early part of the 20th century. He showed us the Gibbs and Webb families 
engaging in daily activities that most would lose in the monotony and shuffle of any daily life. 
Why would Wilder do this? 
 In 1929, the New York Stock Market crashed, thus marking the beginning of what history 
now labels The Great Depression. It was the beginning of nearly a decade of economic, 
agricultural and environmental strife that would be felt around the world. Almost eleven 
thousand of the United States’ twenty-five thousand financial institutions folded. Because of a 
myriad of mistakes concerning monetary policy and the gold standard compliance, production 
and demand were dramatically diminished, resulting in the highest unemployment rate in the 
United States ever. By 1932 nearly thirty percent of the United States’ work force was 
unemployed. It was these staggering numbers that led the then newly elected President Franklin 
D. Roosevelt to create The New Deal. (Great Depression) 
 Grover’s Corners is the antithesis of America in the 1930’s. From the opening sequence we 
see the residents of the small New Hampshire town bustling about with their own morning 
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business. The Doc is returning from a house call. Joe is delivering his newspapers. Howie is 
making sure every household has its milk. Mrs. Gibbs and Mrs. Webb are hustling about, getting 
their children ready for school. Everything is as it should be. With the exception of George’s 
allowance, there is nary a mention of commerce or money in the play. It is almost a utopian 
society when juxtaposed to the real world of Wilder. It is a society where a “crash” would not 
occur. 
 The phrase “New Deal” was taken from Roosevelt’s acceptance speech for the Democratic 
nomination in 1932. It was a reactionary phrase given in response to the inability of the previous 
Herbert Hoover administration to offer any viable solutions to the nation’s current plight. The 
New Deal strived to curb the national unemployment numbers by providing immediate economic 
supplement. The Works Progress Administration (WPA) was created under this program. It was 
designed to create jobs for those millions of victims of The Great Depression. The plan idealized 
the notion of saving an individual’s skills as well as their self-esteem and self-respect. Their 
employment, ideally, would increase purchasing power thus stimulating the poor economic 
conditions. (New Deal) 
 The citizens of Grover’s Corners seem to support one another. It is not written anywhere 
specifically in the play; however, one does get the sense of a symbiotic nature amongst the 
people in the town. They help one another out when it is necessary. In this sense they are their 
own WPA. 
 One of the most powerful images from The Great Depression is that of the Dust Bowl. 
Prior to the First World War the central part of the country was largely grasslands used for 
raising livestock. After the First World War ended these regions were stripped and plowed under 
in order to grow wheat. Unfortunately, after years of poor maintenance and over cultivation, 
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these lands became barren. Typically, these areas of the country would receive less than twenty 
inches of rain per year. The grass, now gone, was essential in keeping the water in the ground as 
well as keeping the topsoil from eroding away. A drought seized the central United States during 
the 1930’s coinciding with the great economic strife. Winds ensued and the region became a 
barren wasteland. Families were forced to flee their homes and farms that were now incapable of 
sustaining crops. (Dust Bowl) 
 My Grandmother Evans, my mother’s mom, and my grandpa moved from Kansas during 
the 1930’s to Arizona. Their farm became unfertile and was being blown away before their very 
eyes. My mother wasn’t born yet, but Grandma and Grandpa packed their things and their oldest 
daughter, my aunt – my Mother’s big sister, and fled Kansas. Grandma used to tell me how the 
dust was so thick that one could breath it in and that it blacked out the sun.  
 Now contrast the aforementioned image with Grover’s Corners, New Hampshire. I’ve been 
to New England during what they call a dry season. It is still very green. The juxtaposition of 
these two images is that of life and death. 
 As if all of the aforementioned weren’t enough, the United States after the First World War 
was the bank for post-war Europe, supplying credit for the rebuilding countries. With the 
collapse of the United States’ financial stability, Europe was also thrust into economic upheaval. 
Germany was struck particularly hard, as the country was already financially strapped with the 
burden of paying for their aggressiveness and destruction during the First World War.  This 
plight gave rise to Adolf Hitler. In 1933 he took power in Germany and began building a war 
machine the likes of which the world will never forget. The Nazi Party was created and Fascism 
was their politics. Under this political system, individualism is discouraged. All loyalties are 
owed to the state and its sole leader. Any dissent whatsoever is dealt with harshly.  
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The German people were desperate and in a state of depression. The bravado-filled and 
enigmatic speaking voice of Adolf Hitler lured them away from their senses. Whereas President 
Roosevelt attempted to raise his people through the policies of his New Deal, Adolf Hitler 
promised prosperity through force and hatred. Italy would soon follow Germany’s example and 
rally a Fascist government behind the dictator Benito Mussolini. And far to the east, Emperor 
Hirohito embraced the ideals of Fascism as well. The seeds of the Second World War were being 
planted. (Fascism) 
 Individualism is what makes Grover’s Corners alive. Each character, big or small, has a 
life of there own. There is loyalty to the community, but one could hardly imagine a hard line 
attitude being embraced with this ordinary little town. 
 This was the world Thornton Wilder wrote Our Town during. As the world’s countries 
scrambled to hang on to their national identities, words such as “isolationist” became popular 
with governments. This was a particular political policy initiated in order preserve national 
production by placing taxes and international tariffs. Ultimately, it did more harm than good. By 
the end of the year 1932 international trading was half of what it once had been. (Isolationist) 
 Perhaps, it was such terms as “isolationist”, or the naked aggression of Fascism, or the 
desperation of a nation crippled by unemployment, or visually, the stimulation of a dark, black, 
vastly expansive cloud of dust engulfing the heart of the United States that provoked Thornton 
Wilder’s penning of Our Town.  He created an idyllic little town living simple but satisfying 
lives of family, friends and community, all of which are set in the New England of old and prior 
to the jading impact of the First World War. The innocence of George and Emily during the first 
two acts of the play revels in their naivety when contrasted with the vast world that surrounds 
them. Wilder celebrates this simplicity.  
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 However, because of this very approach, Our Town was not without its critics. Once again 
within his study guide to Our Town, David Watters quoted a noted communist writer, 
contemporary with Wilder, named Michael Gold. Gold states concerning Wilder’s work, “‘It is a 
museum, it is not a world,’ because it avoids the ‘blood, horror, and hope of the world’s new 
empire.’” 
 Our Town is just as Michael Gold described it. It is a museum, but rather than spinning a 
negative connotation on the term “museum,” why not use his own terminology as argument 
against his opinion? Our Town is a museum. Wilder’s play takes the audience out of the harsh 
realities of current society. Our Town is an homage to a time when the world was a little less 
complicated and a little more innocent, just like George and Emily at the beginning of the play. 
Granted, by the play’s end they both become abruptly aware of life and its arbitrary selection of 
suffering. So in this sense, Wilder does not “avoid” life by any means, but illustrates it. Gold is 
incorrect when he states, “… it is not a world.” It is a world full of life, real people, real 
occupations, and a true sense of community. One could say that Gold is correct when he claimed 
Wilder “avoids” all of the “blood” and “horror.” My question to this position is “Why wouldn’t 
he?” The world was still recovering from the atrocities of the First World War. The United States 
as well as the rest of the world was suffering from an unrivalled economic depression historically 
speaking. Why wouldn’t Wilder want to revisit a place where beauty is found in the smallest 
tasks of a day or where a world of family and community exists in earnest? Why wouldn’t he 
write about a place of comfort and home, when the world he was living in at the time was full of 
images of aloofness and disorder: shanty towns in New York City’s Central Park, the heartland 
of America eroding into a barren wasteland or families gathering everything they own and 
traveling west to find work that does not exist? Why wouldn’t Wilder want to provide a glimpse 
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of the past and of better times when the world around him was consumed by economic and social 
strife, or when Europe was on the verge of being overrun by the aggressiveness of Fascism’s 
military might?  
 With Our Town, Thornton Wilder did give us a glimpse backward, and in doing so created 
an institution which would be reproduced over and over again, surviving each new decade, as 
new generations discover the simple world of Grover’s Corners and the endearing characters that 
reside there. Our Town is a “museum”, but it is not stagnant. George and Emily grow up before 
our eyes, and in the end Wilder, through the voice of Emily, illustrates the universality of the 
play. Emily asks the questions that we all ask. George and Doc suffer losses, which all of us will 
face eventually in our lives. Despite the specificity of Our Town’s time and place, it has endured 
for over seventy years and will continue to persevere because of this common ground. 
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Our Town Production History 
 
 It has been approximately seventy-two years since Our Town’s opening and literally 
thousands of curtains have risen and fallen over the town of Grover’s Corners, but the very first 
time was on the evening of February 4, 1938 at the Henry Miller Theater in New York City. This 
original production was presented and directed by Mr. Jed Harris. The role of the Stage Manager 
was performed by Frank Craven, who also assisted Wilder with the adaptation of the script. Dr. 
Gibbs was played Jay Fassett and Mrs. Gibbs was portrayed by Evelyn Varden. Thomas W. Ross 
played Mr. Webb and Helen Carew played his wife, Mrs. Webb. George was played by John 
Craven and  Martha Scott played Emily. (Wilder viii) 
 The following day a review of the opening night performance was found in the Theater 
section of the New York Times written by Brooks Atkinson. 
  “Although Thornton Wilder is celebrated chiefly for his fiction, it will be   
  necessary now to reckon with him as a dramatist. His Our Town, which   
  opened at Henry Miller's last evening, is a beautifully evocative play.   
  Taking as his material three periods in the history of a placid New    
  Hampshire town, Mr. Wilder has transmuted the simple events of human   
  life into universal reverie. He has given familiar facts a deeply moving,   
  philosophical perspective. Staged without scenery and with the curtain   
  always up, Our Town has escaped from the formal barrier of the modern   
  theatre into the quintessence of acting, thought and speculation. In the   
  staging, Jed Harris has appreciated the rare quality of Mr. Wilder's    
  handiwork and illuminated it with a shining performance. Our Town is, in   
  this column's opinion, one of the finest achievements of the current stage.” 
  (New York Times) 
 
 As one can see, from the very first evening the world received a glimpse of Wilder’s 
homage to the life of a small New Hampshire town, the play was conceived and accepted for its 
basic simplicity. In a world that was seemingly spiraling out of control, his Our Town offered 
comfort from the storm of the Great Depression. 
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  “Under his benign guidance we see three periods in career of one generation of  
  Grover Corners folks-‘Life,’ ‘Love’ and ‘Death.’ Literally, they are not important. 
  On one side of an imaginary street Dr. Gibbs and his family are attending to their  
  humdrum affairs with  relish and probity. On the opposite side Mr. Webb, the  
  local editor, and his family are fulfilling their quiet destiny.” (New York Times) 
 
 Here Mr. Atkinson touches on a trinity of human life. His use of the phrase “quiet 
destiny” touches on the one truth that awaits for us all. Although, “life” and “love” might be 
sought after by all, they are not necessarily obtained. It would be nice to believe that every 
individual achieves these two base desires, but, unfortunately, it is not a reality. Every human has 
“life”, but that is not say that every life has “love.” Death is the universal truth that we all have in 
common. It is our shared “quiet destiny.” 
  “Nothing happens in the play that is not normal and natural and ordinary. But by  
  stripping the play of everything that is not essential,  Mr. Wilder has given it a  
  profound, strange, unworldly significance. This is less the portrait of a town than  
  the sublimation of the commonplace; and in contrast with the universe that  
  silently swims around it, it is brimming over with compassion.  …some of it is  
  heartbreaking in the mute simplicity of human tragedy.”  (New York Times) 
 
 Mr. Atkinson, after the very first viewing of Our Town touches the characteristics that 
will come to weave all future productions back to this original.  He removes any connotation that 
specifically refers back to Grover’s Corners and its citizens. He takes a blanket from the New 
Hampshire town and places it over any town with his phrasing “… the sublimation of the 
commonplace.” 
  “So Mr. Wilder's pathetically humble evidence of human living    
  passes into the wise beyond. Grover Corners is a green corner of the   
  universe.” (New York Times) 
 
 Mr. Atkinson could not have been aware of the enduring legacy that Our Town would 
have, but he certainly foreshadows it with “… passes into the wise beyond.” He continues this 
imagery simply with his use of the word “green” when describing Grover’s Corners. Green is the 
color of things living, things that grow and die continually over the course of time. 
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  “But under the leisurely monotone of the production there is a fragment of the  
  immortal truth. Our Town is a microcosm. It is also a hauntingly beautiful play.” 
  (New York Times) 
 
 Merriam-Webster dictionary defines microcosm as, “A community or other unity that is 
an epitome of a larger unity.”  How could Atkinson have known the future of this new play?  He 
certainly seemed to have an insight. 
 As testimony to its success, approximately a year-and-a-half later, a twenty-three year old 
Orson Welles along with his partner John Houseman chose to include Our Town within The 
Mercury Theater On Air 1939 season. A live radio broadcast of Wilder’s Broadway hit was aired 
on May 12, 1939 with Welles as the Stage Manager. (Scarborough) 
 During the early 1930’s Welles and Houseman founded The Mercury Theater On Air. It 
was tremendously successful largely due to the company of players, which, over the few years 
that the company existed, included Agnes Moorehead, Vincent Price, Ray Collins, Anne Baxter, 
Norman Lloyd and many others who would strive on to have flourishing theatrical careers. The 
company managed to produce seventeen productions their first year in existence, without 
sponsorship. However, in December of 1938, Campbell Soup began sponsoring the group and 
they were renamed The Campbell Playhouse. This name would be the umbrella under which Our 
Town would be produced. (Scarborough) 
 It must be noted that the group’s success and notoriety came largely due to an unorthodox 
and frightening broadcast of H.G. Wells’ The War of the Worlds on October 30, 1938.  The night 
before Halloween, New York City was shocked to hear what seemed like an actual alien invasion 
of the earth being broadcast over the radio. The listeners failed to recognize that is was a story 
being played, convincingly, live on the air by the Mercury Players. A brief panic ensued, but it 
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was shortly resolved. For Our Town, a brand new play at the time, to be included on such a 
popular medium at the time only compounded its success. (Scarborough) 
 In the earliest part of the 21st Century, America was once again stricken with sorrow. 
However, this time it was not a great economic depression or an erosion of the land before our 
very eyes, but the aftershock of the events of September 11, 2001. The country was scared, grief 
stricken and paranoid that we were not safe. Just as Thornton Wilder penned a play about small 
town life amid a world absorbed in chaos, veteran actor Paul Newman along with the Public 
Broadcasting Service (PBS) picked up Wilder’s homage to simplicity and brought it back to life 
on the big stage with Newman as the wise Stage Manager.  The production was staged at the 
legendary Westport Country Playhouse. On June 13, 2002 Bruce Weber reviewed the production 
for the New York Times. 
  “’You know how it is,' the actor was saying from the stage. 'You're 21 or 22, and  
  you make some decisions. Then, boom!' -- and he clapped his hands with a  
  sudden and surprising liveliness – ‘you're 70.’” (New York Times) 
 
 From a man who arguably lived a charmed life and lived and worked on the stage and 
screen for more than fifty years to describe life in such an abrupt and succinct manner is 
indicative of Wilder’s theme in Our Town. Despite everything we might do in our lives, we are 
all heading in the same direction, and it happens quickly. 
  “The play is ‘Our Town,’ Thornton Wilder's quintessentially    
  American meditation on mortality from 1938. And in the Westport   
  Country Playhouse's rickety production, this is the galvanizing moment   
  for the audience. For the actor who delivers the speech as Wilder's    
  narrator, the avuncular character known as the Stage Manager, is Paul   
  Newman. And it is lost on no one that this American film icon and    
  emblem of virility is a silver-haired grandfather. He may still possess the   
  good looks that have inspired generations to awe and envy, but Paul   
  Newman is 77. You can't help but feel a pinch of historicity.” 
  (New York Times) 
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 Mr. Weber, utilizing the phrase “meditation of mortality,” affirms that the theme and 
message of Our Town has certainly endured into the 21st century.  He also uses the term 
“historicity”, which is defined by Merriam-Webster’s dictionary as being “historical actuality.” 
“Actuality” is defined as being a “reality or fact.” Paul Newman’s career is a fact, just as his 
journey toward death is. We all share the same destination. 
  “The residents -- who grow up, work, marry, beget the next generation and die --  
  are sweet-natured, unambitious and ordinary. And such is Wilder's point, to  
  strip American life to its mundane fundamentals and illustrate, with a   
  folksiness that belies the play's rather brutally unsentimental evocation of   
  death, that our mortality is what we share and that, realize it or not, it is   
  what makes our most ordinary moments precious. It's a blunt, realistic   
  message, gently and supernaturally delivered. Being the play's chief   
  messenger allows Mr. Newman to marshal the cool assuredness and   
  gravitas-with-a-wink that are his natural gifts, and to pontificate with the   
  comic, philosophical rue of seniority.” (New York Times)  
 
 Forty-four years after its opening, Our Town still resonated its significance. What are we 
all taking for granted in our lives as we look beyond today? What’s here now, right in front of 
us? 
  “For the long speech he delivers near the end --'Everybody knows in their bones  
  that something is eternal, and that something has to do with human beings' -- he  
  turns directly to the audience, stabs the air with a forefinger and fixes his famous  
  blue eyes on us, and it feels revelatory. It's not quite the climactic moment of the  
  play as envisioned by Wilder, but in this production, with Mr. Newman   
  willingly, graciously and resonantly proving that the stage reduces even   
  stars to human scale, it is.” (New York Times) 
 
 Paul Newman passed away on September 26, 2008. Even giants die. 
 
 In 2002 two English teachers from Dominguez High School, located in Compton, 
California, endeavored to prove the universality of Our Town by undertaking to produce the play 
with an all African-American cast. Documentarian/ Director Scott Hamilton Kennedy went to 
the urban-impoverished, Californian neighborhood to capture the adventure. After the process 
had finished Kennedy stated, “Compton and Grover’s Corners seem a world apart – separated by 
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race, language and lifestyle, but the themes in the play and the movie are universal. This is a 
credit to the original play as well as to the students and teachers in OT: Our Town. The students 
say it best: ‘Our Town is Compton, our town is every town.” (OT: Our Town) 
 On August 15, 2003 A.O. Scott wrote a review of OT: Our Town for the New York 
Times. 
  “Anyone who has attended high school has no doubt heard well-   
  intentioned bromides about the universality of great literature, something   
  most teachers are content to assert without bothering to prove. But the   
  value of art can be realized only by being tested. A few years ago    
  Catherine Borek and Karen Greene, two English teachers at Dominguez   
  High School in the tough Southern California city of Compton, decided to   
  test themselves, their students and Thornton Wilder's ‘Our Town,’    
  reputedly the most frequently staged play in the American repertory and a   
  staple of the secondary school curriculum. The results of their experiment   
  are on display in ‘OT: Our Town,’ Scott Hamilton Kennedy's modest,   
  moving documentary.” (New York Times) 
 
 In my opinion, this experiment was the bravest and most valid attempt to prove Our 
Town’s universal appeal. There were more obstacles here than any Broadway production.  
  “…but the members of the ‘Our Town’ cast are neither outlaws nor athletes.  
  Their ambitions, anxieties and dreams are those of high school students   
  anywhere, and they are seriously concerned with the world's perceptions   
  of them. Their natural pride is edged with defensiveness about being   
  young Mexican- and African-Americans from a place associated, if it is   
  thought of at all, with Crips, Bloods and gangster rap.” (New York Times) 
 
 Its long been a Caucasian-dominated literary canon in the academic world. Each decade 
that moves us further and further away from Wilder’s original production in 1938 takes us one 
step further away from Wilder’s America during the 1930’s. America is now a melting pot of 
ethnicities, nationalities and languages, yet Wilder’s play still remains relevant. 
  “At first ‘Our Town,’ with its nostalgia for the simple verities of a long-vanished  
  (if not always imaginary) New England, seems completely alien to them.   
  Clips from a 1977 televised version with Hal Holbrook as the avuncular   
  Yankee Stage Manager, only emphasize the distance between Compton   
  and Grover's Corners. The students, however, resist Ms. Borek's efforts to   
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  bring the play closer to the realities of their own lives, worrying that they   
  will end up presenting stereotypes of themselves. In the end, though, they   
  bring a lot of themselves to Wilder's text, which in turn reveals itself to   
  them. Mr. Kennedy's discreet inquiry into their offstage lives and into the   
  ethos of their town follows the structure of the play, in which the three   
  acts are devoted to daily life, love and marriage, and death. Mr. Kennedy   
  observes his subjects with sympathy and tact, and he does the students the   
  courtesy of allowing them to explain themselves, which they do with   
  candor, heart and humor. At the end, when they have created a vibrant   
  new theater program for their school, their sense of triumph is infectious.    
  ‘Our Town Is Ghetto!’ one of them exults. Thornton Wilder, wherever he   
  Is, would understand and take it as a compliment.” (New York Times) 
 
 OT: Our Town went on to be nominated for Best Documentary by both the Independent 
Spirit Awards and the Los Angeles Film Festival. The film won Best Documentary at the New 
York International Latino Film Festival and also the Audience Award at the New Haven and 
Aspen film festivals. (OT: Our Town) 
 During the mid-summer of 2010, after a seventeen month Off-Broadway run at the 
Barrow Street Theater, Helen Hunt, the Academy Winning Best Actress (As Good As it Gets/ 
1997) joined the cast of Our Town. 
 Chester Higgins Jr. wrote the following for the New York Times. 
  “…. She is also the first female Stage Manager there, and a rare high-profile entry 
  for her sex in the 72-year history of the role, which has included performances by  
  Frank Craven (in the Broadway premiere), Hal Holbrook, Henry Fonda and Paul  
  Newman. Geraldine Fitzgerald is believed to have been the first female Stage  
  Manager, in a production at the Williamstown Theater Festival in    
  1971.While the current production was planning to accommodate its new   
  Stage Manager either by rendering that ‘sir’ as an inaudible mutter or   
  dropping it altogether, Ms. Hunt was more preoccupied during rehearsals   
  with the notion of authority the ‘sir’ reflected — specifically, as she put it   
  during a recent interview, ‘What authority do I have, or does any female   
  actor or male actor have, to say what it means to be human?’ I’ve    
  answered the question for myself in moments in the play,’ Ms. Hunt said   
  over breakfast near her apartment on the Upper West Side. (She lives   
  mostly in Los Angeles.) ‘Especially the moments when I interact with the   
  two wife-mothers, Mrs. Webb and Mrs. Gibbs, and with Emily,’ the   
  doomed young bride who comes to grips with the frailties of life and   
  relationships in the play. ‘A lot of the second act, when Emily gets    
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  married, allows me to draw on my particular, strong feelings about love   
  and marriage and children, and I’m throwing all those feelings into the   
  lines in a very non-objective, non-voice-of-God way,’” (New York Times) 
 
 Ms. Hunt’s ambiguous, blanketed use of the word “human” embodies the spirit of 
Wilder’s play and illustrates its themes. It denotes a certain sense of humility, recognition and 
respect for the journey we all share.   
  “And also because I’m an actor with a longstanding date with this play.’ Put  
  another way, Ms. Hunt is perhaps the only Stage Manager who has ever also been 
  Emily. At the age of 25 she replaced Penelope Ann Miller in the role for the  
  Lincoln Center Theater production on Broadway during the 1988-89 season,  
  which starred Spalding Gray as the Stage Manager. She recalled the experience  
  fondly, though her voice halted with emotion when she described her experience  
  during her Act III conversations with Gray, who died by suicide in 2004.” 
  (New York Times) 
 
 Ms. Hunt’s long history with Our Town brings life’s realities home to her. It does not 
matter how high some of us might climb, even giants die. 
  “Ms. Hunt’s career has quieted over the last decade after a burst of films, like  
  ‘What Women Want,’‘Cast Away,’ and ‘Pay It Forward.’ Motherhood has  
  dominated…” (New York Times) 
 
 Life imitates art. Home and family life trump the business of the outside world. 
  “I knew she had this role in her bones.’ Ms. Hunt, who is scheduled to appear in  
  ‘Our Town’ through Aug. 1, said she felt the time was especially right for her to  
  do the play because she was starting to notice the way that life’s distractions were  
  beginning to creep into her daughter’s world. ‘We don’t let her watch TV, and  
  she’s in a school that’s all about crayons and imagination, but I can feel that life is 
  beginning to land on her, beginning to intrude, and I’ll have less and less control  
  over what she experiences,’ Ms. Hunt said. ‘A lot of this reminds me of ‘Our  
  Town.’ There’s heartbreak, fear, relationships that are unsatisfying, and   
  people will let you down. And you wake up and make coffee and iron   
  clothes and get through the day. And then, if all goes well, you grow old   
  and, by the way, you die. I played Emily as a young woman, and now   
  I’m playing the Stage Manager in my 40s, when the play has resonance   
  with my relationship with my daughter,’ she added. ‘In 20 years I’ll   
  probably be playing the undertaker.’” (New York Times) 
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 It would be an almost impossible undertaking to chronicle the entire journey Our Town 
has taken since 1938, as it is still one of the most widely produced plays in the United States. 
With this brief production history, I tried to highlight vital productions produced over the 
seventy-two year history of the play. I tried to select productions that illustrated the universal 
appeal of the play to the public as well as to the actors who have embraced it. I tried to select 
productions that embraced the universality of the text and did not allow stereotypical trends or 
previous productions to prevent them from staging Our Town.  
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Rehearsal Journal 
 
 It’s funny how things work and change.  Whereas “the Reverend Shannon” from 
Tennessee Williams’ The Night of the Iguana, a leading role, was to be my thesis; now my thesis 
is the significantly smaller role of “Dr. Gibbs” from Thornton Wilder’s Our Town. I won’t delve 
into the circumstances under which this transition occurred, but it is now a reality.  For the last 
five or six years I’ve always had leading roles, and this statement is not me being arrogant. I paid 
my dues for almost five years before I had my first leading part.  I earned the parts I received.  
After portraying the Scottish King in Macbeth, the “Old Man” in Eugene Inonesco’s The Chairs, 
and the three separate character roles from Verses from Jordan, each one step more challenging 
than the former, it occurred to me that the smaller character part of Dr. Gibbs just might be the 
next challenge I have been seeking. Wherein the challenge lies in the part’s minimal time on 
stage, thus restricting the opportunities and time in which I have to establish my character and 
leave a lasting impression upon the audience.  Dr. Gibbs is a central and moral figure in Our 
Town and his presence must linger and be felt throughout the play. 
 Another hurdle, which could be seen as an opportunity or a hindrance depending upon 
which way one chooses to view it, is that I have never seen a live production of Our Town 
before. Astounding!  I know, but it is the truth.  Many years ago I saw the BBC’s production 
made for PBS starring Paul Newman as “The Stage Manager.”  This is an opportunity, as I will 
be a blank slate, uninhibited by previous performances that I might have seen.  Alternately, I’ve 
got a lot more work to do to in order to discover the world of Our Town and Dr. Gibbs’ place in 
it.   
 Lastly, due to the scheduling of various University events, including, KC/ACTF 
rehearsals for The Night of the Iguana, and Spring Break, the rehearsal process for Our Town 
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was shorter than what is typical at UNO. Because of these aforementioned inconveniences, the 
rehearsal process was fragmented and separate. The cast in its entirety, up until tech week of the 
show before opening, had not met together since the first read-through. This left a concern 
lingering in the back of my mind on whether or not a “unification” of the cast could be achieved.  
All questions would soon be answered in kind. 
Rehearsal One: First read- through  
 I understand the necessity of the first read-through.  I do.  It allows the cast to hear one 
another and possibly catch an early glimpse of what lies ahead as far as character voices and 
choices are concerned. It allows the director to hear the play based upon his casting choices.  He 
or she at that point may express joy or possibly fear and regret stemming from their casting.  
Either way, it is the beginning of the journey.  Despite the utility of the read-through, it has 
always been my least favorite part of the process, and it does not matter whether one has a small 
role or a large role, read-throughs bore me.  As I stated, I understand their necessity, but 
necessity does not always preface fun and excitement. I know.  However, my sentiments do go 
out to those individuals whom are cast in “non-speaking” roles, basically crowd fillers, or those 
whom might have one line or maybe two.  These poor individuals seem to suffer more than most 
through a three act read-through.  I can only see this as youthful ignorance, i.e. them not 
understanding the importance of knowing one’s environment and place within it.  An older 
teacher/coach of mine always told me there was more opportunity for acting when one is not 
speaking.  Listening.  
 With the read-through completed in just under two-and-a-half hours, a lenght of time not 
completely unbearable considering Our Town is three acts, a few things revealed themselves. Mr. 
Mckinnie, the Stage Manger, a young man grounded in musical theater, will bring a nice 
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“everyman” quality to the role despite his own personal reservations. I feel the audience will 
embrace his breathy, Jimmy Stewartesque approach to the show. He makes one feel at home.  
However, after the reading, it has become abundantly evident that the required northern New 
England dialect is going to be an issue in the long run, as far as consistency and continuity within 
the cast.  
 With the read-through done, now comes a sizeable break. My next rehearsal will not be 
for another two weeks. The principal characters will be meeting intermittently in between my 
visits to the theater. This could be a good thing for the cast, or it might be a bad thing. Hopefully, 
the rest of the cast will use this time to do their “homework,” and return to the stage prepared and 
ready to work rather than the alternative. 
Rehearsal Two: Initial blocking for Doc and family 
 Today was an awkward day for several reasons.  Firstly, as I previously stated, I have not 
physically been at a rehearsal in almost two weeks. It’s been me and my script since our read-
through.  The principal actors, the Stage Manager, George and Emily, have been rehearsing for 
days now.  Coming in occasionally, as I have been up to this point, always seems to leave me 
feeling like an outsider. Typically a rehearsal process lasts anywhere from four to six weeks 
depending upon the play and the venue.  During that time, the cast members bond for many 
reasons: the interaction of their characters, the process of developing their relationships, conflicts 
and environment the characters find themselves living, and merely the simple fact that the actors 
spend many compressed periods of time together. Casts laugh, cry, struggle and grow together 
like a family.  A brief little family, if one will.  So, if one is not present during this process 
frequently enough, the cohesiveness which bonds these “families” together, is simply not there 
for me. I felt this way coming into my second rehearsal of Our Town - disconnected.   
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 Secondly, it was an awkward day as we began blocking Dr. and Mrs. Gibbs scenes from 
Act I.  It became apparent that things would be difficult even before I arrived at rehearsal, as I 
knew that we were rehearsing in the “dance studio.”  Our Town was forced to rehearse in this 
significantly smaller space as The Night of the Iguana, was still occupying the main theater. We 
would not be able to use the main theater until the Iguana set was transferred downtown for the 
Williams’ Festival.  So, suffice it to say, the basic plotting of the blocking would remain the 
same; however, the room to maneuver and the scale of our actual space would have to be 
modified for the entire show, once our rehearsals moved into the main theater. The two spaces 
were significantly disproportionate.  Often, these types of transplants transition smoothly, but 
there are those rare occasions where having less space than readily available presents blocking 
issues. Largely, what are typically underestimated are literally the distances for entrances and 
exits of the actors. Timing is essential for the fluidity of the play when performance is concerned.  
Re-blocking, under these circumstances, nearly always seems necessary.  It is not necessarily 
difficult, but it is important.  Re-blocking is not always difficult, but it is tedious and redundant 
from an actor’s perspective.  By the end of my time at rehearsal, we had blocked my two scenes 
from Act I and then ran the act to cement the movement in our heads. I was at rehearsal just over 
an hour. 
Rehearsal Three: Blocking continued 
 Once again we are in the cramped studio.  Today we are blocking portions of Act I and 
Act II which culminates with the wedding of George and Emily; however, we cannot block the 
wedding itself, it literally is too massive in it’s scope. Every single member of the cast is literally 
on stage as either an attendee of the wedding, member of the wedding party or part of the church  
choir.  This part of the act will have to wait to be blocked and plugged into the show once we are 
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allowed to rehearse in the main theater.  As for myself, my entrance late in the first act is 
extremely specific, despite the sparseness of the staging. One must maintain the same patterns of 
movement to establish the Gibbs’ kitchen. The use of props is not permitted in Our Town with 
few exceptions.  The majority of the items utilized in the play must be mimicked. In the first part 
of my late scene in Act I, I carry on a book, which I read far down-stage in my kitchen while 
George and Emily stand on ladders, implying that they are in their own bedrooms and chatting 
from their windows. This activity spans approximately three to four minutes. I tried to mimic 
holding the book, scanning the lines of the page as I normally would when reading, take the 
appropriate amount of time to read the page, and then lick my finger, grasp the corner of the page 
and turn it. I would then crease the page on the left to hold it in place. I would continue this 
activity right up until my cue where I call George down to visit with him. I literally visualized an 
old book in my hand, which I believe reads well to the audience. If I believe I have a book, so 
will the audience.  
 The same entrance specificity on my part was required for my entrance in Act II, the 
morning before George and Emily’s wedding. In the scene I am chatting with Mrs. Gibbs about 
her anxiousness concerning her son’s impending nuptials. The activity I am performing while 
attempting to ease her apprehensiveness is merely drinking coffee. This required me to mimic all 
of the appropriate gestures and behaviors of actually drinking a cup of coffee.  Blowing on it 
before taking a sip. Holding it gingerly as the cup is warm from its contents. I palmed it from the 
bottom while placing two fingers through the handle to the side, all the while being as specific as 
possible attempting never to deviate from my initial posturing, if one will.  In the same scene, 
before George makes his entrance on the morning of this wedding, Mrs. Gibbs cooks me a 
breakfast of French toast. Once she places the plate of food in front of me, I lean forward, turn 
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the plate and inhale the wonderful aroma of my special breakfast. I then remove a napkin from 
the table, flip it open with a snap, and then lay it across my lap. I then cut small pieces for myself 
and placed them in my mouth, enjoying each bite while George rattles on in excitement wiping 
my mouth after each morsel. All of which are mimed. However, I smelled and enjoyed a lovely 
hot breakfast every night – out of nothing. If I believe it and can see it, so will the audience.  This 
was an interesting new and challenging task for me – miming activities.  
 Rehearsals from this point on will be once again sparse. A large majority of Our Town’s 
cast is also in the cast of The Night of the Iguana, which opens next week and runs through the 
end of the month. Also, I will be leaving to travel home for Spring Break. I will be off of 
rehearsal for almost two weeks time, an eternity in rehearsal time. 
 
Rehearsal Four: Plug ins 
 Yet again I am returning back to rehearsals after a long absence. It’s funny, but it’s even 
stranger now than it was during the gap between the first read-through and my first blocking 
rehearsal. When working on a production, one becomes immersed in the world of the play, at 
least I do.  However, when the continuity and repetition of daily rehearsals is broken up by large 
gaps of time, it leaves one feeling disjointed and frustrated; it being that much more difficult to 
lose oneself in one’s character despite looking at the script every day.  The theater is the 
environment, the world of the play, which grows each day. Each actor grows increasingly more 
confident as opening night approaches day by day.  I did not have this.  I shouldn’t have left for 
the break. 
 Tonight is basically a “plug in” night.  Now that the play is blocked, it is time to go back 
and plug in those scenes, the Church Chorus singing/entrance and Emily’s funeral scene at the 
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end of Act III. Now that we are rehearsing on the main stage, blocking on a large scale is now 
possible.  These particular types of scenes always take the most time to block.  This is simply 
because of the number of actors on the stage simultaneously.  It’s much like directing traffic. 
One must make sure all of the entrances and exits do not criss cross, thus causing pile ups. Each 
actor has a specific route and destination. It is specifically choreographed, mapped out and 
rehearsed incessantly. This must be achieved or the audience will lose that sense of truth and 
reality on stage, thus taking them out of moment. Fluidity of movement must be achieved and in 
a timely manner to ensure the play keeps moving. This is especially important in a three-act play. 
 Once the “plug ins” were completed, we began working on the actual Choir songs which 
were sung during the wedding and funeral scenes. To my dismay, I was being required to sing. 
Everybody knows how much I love to sing (irony). Fortunately, amongst a choir/chorus, I am 
able to stay on key and blend in as long as I do not have to project, as in a solo. I am not a good 
singer by any means, but as I learned tonight, I am not the worst singer either. Our “George,” 
was singing just to my right. He was so flat and so loud, it threw the group dynamic/ harmony 
off completely. Our director figured out that is was George and asked him to hum the hymn from 
that point.  I believe George was a little bit hurt. 
 After I left the stage for my final exit during Act III, I walked out into the auditorium and 
took a seat. I began to watch the final sequence of the play, involving mainly George, Emily and 
Simon Stimson. Listening to Emily upon her ghostly return, I found myself leaning forward, 
captivated. I had heard these words many times before this evening, but they had never affected 
me before as they did tonight. I caught a shiver. I finally understood the universal appeal of Our 
Town.  As Emily and Simon spoke, I became personally attached to this play. I was remembering 
my own dealings and sufferings with death, having lost my mother and my young wife as well. 
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The value and acuteness of life is fragile and brief. Are we aware of each day’s value? Wow. 
How do young kids always do this show? Are they capable of understanding the levity of it? Do 
we realize that we are alive today? Our Emily certainly seems to know.  
Rehearsal five: blocking the wedding scene 
 Tonight we blocked the wedding scene from the end of Act II and plugged it into the 
production.  This particular scene would be the most taxing and require the most “traffic 
direction” of all of the “plug in” scenes. Every member of the cast would eventually be on stage 
and need to get there with expediency and grace, if one will. Again, fluidity of movement is 
essential, as every member of the cast, who was a guest at the wedding, is required to bring on 
their own chair in which they seat themselves. So, as one may see, the potential for disaster and a 
long evening of avoiding potential collisions was imminent. However, after a few botched 
attempts, the cast came together, knowing exactly when and where they needed to go and be. 
Our director was prepared. 
 Coming into this evening’s rehearsal, I was not excited about the possibility of being 
herded all over the stage like cattle all evening, which has little to do with acting, but is 
necessary, I know. Despite these anxieties, another moment came upon me, letting me in on 
another secret. It should have been obvious to me.  Within this evening’s activities, I began to 
see the absolute necessity of  “filler” in these large productions. Without all of the characters that 
have only a line or two, without all of the characters which do not have lines Our Town would be 
full of holes, gaps.  These characters, who seemingly do not advance the plot of the story, serve a 
vital purpose. We search for truth on stage. Every single one of the smaller parts, the actors that 
sit tirelessly in the theater waiting patiently for their moment on stage, create and paint the world 
the principal actors exist and play in. It is a symbiotic relationship that I have taken for granted, 
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previously. I now understand the meticulousness of small parts and small rehearsals more fully 
now. 
Rehearsal Six: Act one off book 
 There was a time when learning lines came easily to me. I’m not sure at what point things 
changed for me, but learning lines has become the most difficult task of the process. It is a chore 
that I dread and loathe, which in turn created this procrastination syndrome from which I now 
suffer.  The process now has literally become a pounding into the skull exercise, i.e. walking in 
circles and repeating a line a minimum of seven times, until it is cemented in my head. Well, 
tonight will be the first evening I attempt being off book for Act I. It’s always a strange and 
difficult transition for me, as I previously stated one spends so much time, so many hours and 
days learning lines.  Then one walks on stage. Attempting to vocalize what I had previously 
learned, for the most part in my head, I inevitably hit a wall. Combining one’s own work, 
actualizing it and then joining one’s fellow cast members on stage in your playing environment, 
more often than not, is awkward the first night. It is almost as if one is learning the part all over 
again. This evening was no different. It is humbling. One minute the words are there and then 
they are not. A few hours later the words were perfectly flowing from my breath like a cool 
serene stream. Then I get to rehearsal and I find myself in the great dust bowl during the Great 
Depression choking on my own saliva. Terrible.  
 However tonight, despite it being “off book” disaster night, we caught a breath of fresh 
air. Tonight, nine-year old Madison joined our cast as my vivacious daughter, Rebecca Gibbs. 
Her light coming into the process does not by any means imply that rehearsal was getting stale. 
Far from it, but once Madison was in the house I began seeing how huge and exciting things 
must be through her eyes. I remember when I was that young, every once in a while my father’s 
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friend’s son, who was twenty years old and a quarterback for Western State College, would 
include me in his Sunday afternoon touch football game.  I felt so proud, so grown up. It is a 
fond memory of mine. I imagine this Our Town experience might be the same for Madison a few 
years down the road. This young lady’s enthusiasm is contagious, and that’s a great thing. 
Rehearsal Seven: full run-through off book 
 Today is the first full run-through off book. The potential for disaster is high. These days 
are usually pretty rough and very long. Start. Stop. Start. Line. Stop. Line. 
We’ll see soon enough.  (LATER) Well… Nobody died! At this point in the process, this type of 
run-through, typically, is meant to keep the actors honest by ensuring that everyone is on the 
same page – small or large part. And believe me, it is painfully obvious concerning who is 
prepared and who is not. Fortunately, everybody seemed to be up to par. In many cases, 
metaphorically speaking, rehearsals such as this one are like eating sandpaper, i.e. the actors 
choking on their own words; however, this evening’s portion was a fine-grained sheet and not a 
coarse one. Whew. 
Rehearsal Eight: run through 
 This evening was another run-through. Progressively, just as every night, my lines are 
cementing themselves in my head. Repetition combined with blocking movement is the best 
memorization tool. As my lines become more and more confident my choices and intentions 
come more and more naturally. Instinct takes over when the burden of line learning is over. This 
is when play-time begins. This is what we work so hard for… The fun. 
 We ran the show this evening, but we started and stopped many times, working the 
scenes thoroughly.  This is the first evening I felt we worked my scenes. My director, David, and 
I discussed the persona of Dr. Gibbs for the first time. After a moment of banter, the both of us 
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came to the conclusion that despite the fact that the Doc is genuinely an amiable man with a 
jesting nature, he is still a very turn-of-the-century, conservative New Hampshire man with 
regards to romance and affection. Dr. Gibbs loves his wife, but there is a reluctance within him; 
however, this could be said to be true of the majority of Grover’s Corners’ Christian men. One 
can only think that men of this era, early twentieth century, view affection and romance as taboo  
or a weakness. However, fortunately, these sort of quirks within his personality, given the 
aforementioned, gives the Doc layers, thus enabling myself to bring him to life. 
Rehearsal Nine: run through #3 
 Although from the outside, night after night of run-throughs might seem tedious or 
monotonous; however, as I stated previously, repetition is the best tool that allows a character to 
grow evening after evening. Although, within the repetition, there is always some little thing that 
presents itself, which encourages one further along night after night. Tonight… it was the Doc’s 
shoes. Yes. Shoes. Tonight I put on Dr. Gibbs’ actual shoes. It might sound like an unimportant, 
miniscule detail amongst larger character components, but it is a vital one. This has never been 
more true than with building a character for the stage. A character’s shoes balance an actor. One 
walks differently in one’s own shoes. One stands differently. Honestly, it affects one’s whole 
disposition. Typically, the character’s shoes are the first piece of an actor’s costume given to 
them; therefore, they are the cornerstone of the character; the first building block many. So, 
suffice it to say, Dr. Gibbs, the previous evening was wearing Vans and had poor posture, which 
is not the Doc at all, but myself. Tonight… the Doc wore his own loafers and seemed to be a foot 
taller, as my posture straightened and I stood more erect. 
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Rehearsal Ten: run-through #4 
 We had another run-through this evening; however, as I previously stated last evening, 
every night will inevitably present something new within one’s character. Our production of Our 
Town, as are most it seems, is sparsely staged with a minimal amount of props to be utilized. The 
majority of the objects the actors work with are pantomimed. For myself, I read a newspaper, 
drink coffee, eat French toast, open doors and carry a bouquet of flowers. These are my 
responsibilities. I received a note this evening from my director that my pantomimes were far too 
general and needed to be much more specific. As we learned in Anne Reyerson’s workshop this 
past Saturday, if the actor can actually visualize what he or she is doing or handling, the audience 
will see as well, i.e. actually palming the saucer under one’s coffee cup, blowing on the coffee, 
sipping the coffee gingerly and then lastly swallowing the coffee.  Smelling my French toast. 
Unfolding my napkin and placing it in my lap. Opening and holding the door open and closing 
the door. Unfolding a newspaper, reading the paper, turning then pages and the re-folding it.  
Rehearsal Eleven: run-through #5 – sound effects 
 As we progress each evening, getting closer and closer to opening night, each rehearsal 
adds something new, which brings the world of Our Town one step closer to its reality. This 
evening the sound effects were tested and added into the run. These unique little sound bites give 
our sparsely decorated set a little flavor and a suggestion of life. Train whistles, cricket chirps, 
slurping straw noises from the malt shop and many others all add environmental qualities to the 
production allowing the audience member’s imagination to let go and see the play as it should be 
seen. Each little thing grants our minimally dressed set to be that much more believable. Willing 
suspension of disbelief takes over. 
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 Unfortunately, this past evening also brought some frustration to a few of the actors as 
well. As in many cases, when dealing with plays which require a dialect, (New England/ New 
Hampshire for Our Town), younger actors will become overly focused on how they sound, rather 
that what they are doing. In essence, scenes often become more about the dialect being attempted 
than the action of the scene. George was confronted with this issue this evening during notes by 
our director. George was asked to not use his attempt at an accent. One could see the 
disappointment and frustration on this George’s face after weeks of hard work, but the simple 
fact was that it was interfering with his performance. It should be noted that it was not due to 
lack of effort on this young actor’s part, but more a strained and consuming over-focus on his 
part.  He’ll find that picking out specific words to emphasize and flavor will give his speech a 
suggestion of dialect. 
 Another frustrating part of this past evening involved the scene between George and Dr. 
Gibbs. Dr. Gibbs is confronting his son about his irresponsibility toward his mother and his 
neglect of his household chores. Despite the discussions my director and I have had concerning 
this scene, it has not clicked between George and me yet.  My director and I concluded that the 
Doc could be stern without ever pushing the issue in a harsh manner, i.e. the Doc never had to 
raise his voice nor threaten punishment to his son in order to get out of him what he wanted.  The 
Doc merely needed to state calmly and not un-sympathetically the facts of his son’s neglect, and 
that would be enough. Unfortunately, I have never felt, as I stated previously, that George and I 
were on the same page. This, in turn, pushed me to try different tactics to get out of George what 
I needed. Up until this point, I have not been happy with the scene nor has our director. I’ve got 
to work harder. 
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Rehearsal Twelve: run-through – no line calling night 
 Tonight the cast of Our Town is going to the circus, metaphorically speaking, of course. 
Tonight we are not allowed to call for lines anymore. It’s the night the trapeze high wire 
performers go up with out a net. We’ll see how we do.  (LATER)  Despite a few burps, tonight 
went as smoothly as can be expected. Surprisingly, this run came in under two hours and fifteen 
minutes, even with the few hiccups. In my mind a three-act play nearly always comes in around 
fifteen minutes of hitting three hours long. This is a great thing. Run-throughs from this point on 
will only get tighter and more efficient as we approach opening night, and opening night 
adrenaline will push things along even faster. It is asking a lot of an audience to sit through a 
nearly three-hour performance, even with two intermissions. 
 Well, from this point forward, the creative part of the acting process finds itself on hold, 
as the production lends itself to the technical portion and staging of the play. Tomorrow begins 
the “tech weekend” of the rehearsal process. The addition of lighting will be completed over the 
next two rehearsal days.  Actors during this portion of the process cease to be the emphasis. “Cue 
to cues” become the central importance now. This entails merely moving the actors from scene 
to scene depending upon which cue, whether it be sound or lightning, in order for he or she to 
know and find their “light.”  
These rehearsals are typically long and arduous, and more often than not last four or five hours at 
a time. 
Rehearsal Thirteen & Fourteen: Tech rehearsals 
 Well… things were as I said they would be… “long and arduous.” Actors simply said 
their lines, moving tediously through their blocking, always/inevitably with a resounding “Hold 
Please!” continually interrupting any kind of continuity that might have been useful to us. This is 
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always perpetually followed by “Let’s go back again.” Often this sequence was repeated time 
after time for one reason or another, but as I said before, these days are not for the actors. 
Typically, “timing” was the problem, whether it being an actor not hitting his or her light quickly 
enough, or the tech crew not cueing up the sound or lighting cue quick enough to cue the actor. 
However, it should be noted that running crews aren’t added to rehearsals until the week before 
the show opens. They have not had the time to watch the show endlessly at all, rather and more 
than likely have only seen one run-through by the time they join the process. Regardless to say, it 
does strain the patience of the actor but it is a necessary evil, and the end product of this tenuous 
few days is more than worth it, as the addition of lighting and sound completes the world of the 
play. The lighting designer did a wonderful job of taking a large, open, thrust stage and isolating 
specific areas to create smaller environments, thus making them more intimate for the audience 
i.e. Dr. and Mrs. Gibbs kitchen and porch and Mr. and Mrs. Webb’s kitchen and garden. But 
more notable was the projection of a beautiful stained glass window on the upstage wall for the 
church sequences. This, as well as the outside evening scenes, which were marked by a beautiful 
full moon projection made the overall spectacle of our production intimate.  
Dress rehearsal week: following final dress 
 The final week of rehearsal was a whirlwind of run-throughs with full costumes, makeup, 
lights, sound, set changes, intermissions and notes at the end.  Everything is pulled together for 
three nights of “wrenching,” i.e. tightening up of any kind of gaps which might still exist. The 
final dress rehearsal was “preview” night.  That evening we actually had an audience, which was 
sparse, but still an audience.  These rehearsals create adrenaline, which in turn, puts the actors in 
the “performance” frame of mind before the real thing, and this particular week went fairly 
smoothly. I don’t know recall any major “f.u.b.a.r.” moments. Tomorrow evening is what Mr. 
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Jack Lemmon would call “magic time.” Weeks of hard work by everyone will bring Our Town 
to life in New Orleans. 
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Building the Character 
 
  “The actor should realize that all he can do is bring himself to  
  the theater in optimum condition to participate in the play at  
  hand. Identifying what things he can do to put himself in  
  optimum condition and then doing them consistently so that  
  they become habitual to him will give the actor satisfaction of  
  always knowing what to do, what his job truly is.” (Bruder 3) 
 
 Coming in to the role of Dr. Gibbs, it seemed to me that a man of his accomplishments 
and family status would be much older than Wilder made him. He is the town physician, an 
occupation that required many years of schooling, self-discipline and a strong sense of 
responsibility. Dr. Gibbs is also a family man, home owner, and father of two children, all of 
which also require self-discipline, a strong sense of responsibility, as well as a nurturing quality 
within him that enables him to create a safe, loving and prosperous household. 
 Wilder, within the text of the play, describes Doc Gibbs as, “…a pleasantly portly man in 
his thirties…” (Wilder 4) 
 Although I was married for four-and-a-half years during my early thirties, this is the only 
common trait that I share with Dr. Gibbs. I’m not exactly sure what Wilder meant when he 
described the Dr. as being “pleasantly portly,” but I do not believe that I have ever been 
described as such. I have never been in the position of having to provide for a household, nor 
have I had the responsibility of watching over and caring for a community. These are the 
obstacles I must overcome to find a truthful Dr. Gibbs within myself.  
 The Practical Handbook for the Actor defines the term “as if” as, 
  “A simple fantasy that makes specific for you the action you  
  have chosen in the analysis; it is a mnemonic device  serving 
  to bring the action to life in you.” (Bruder 87) 
 
 In order to find my doorway into Dr. Gibbs, I am going to modify this definition. My 
only experience with a man of Doc’s stature and moral responsibility is the relationship I have 
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had with my stepfather over the past twenty-six years. This man married my mother when I was 
twelve years old. My older brother was sixteen years old. His children were grown and had 
moved on many years prior to the marriage. He was fifty years old at the time and my mother 
had just turned forty years old. At a time when he was very close to his retirement, having 
worked for the State of Arizona for twenty-three years at that point, he took it upon himself to be 
the provider for two adolescent boys just beginning their formative years. He openly embraced 
the responsibility and became the male role model in my life. 
 I will be playing Dr. Gibbs “as if” my stepfather were him. 
 Dr. Gibbs enters the play during the early morning hours, carrying his coat with his tie 
loosened around his collar, walking slowly. As he approaches his home, he comes across Joe 
Crowell, the paper boy. We then discover that the Doc has been out all night delivering twins in 
Polish Town. It must be noted that the play begins in the year 1901. One-hundred-and-nine years 
later, it is difficult to comprehend the notion of a doctor coming to one’s house for medical care, 
much less staying all through the night tendering that care. So, the first impression we receive of 
Dr. Gibbs is that he is a dedicated man with a strong work ethic. 
 The Doc’s interaction with Joe reveals yet another quality. Yes, he is the town physician, 
a man of stature. However, this stature does not prevent him from interacting with the young 
man with a smile on his face, even after his arduous evening and morning. This interaction paints 
the Doc to be a humble man, not above his fellow Grover’s Corner residents. He lives with them. 
He cares for them. He is one of them.  
 When the Doc enters the stage he wants to go home. He wants to go to sleep. Despite this 
want, Wilder has the Doc interact with not one but two individuals, the second being Howie 
Newsome, the milkman. Then, after the interactions, he sits quietly and reads his newspaper. 
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Why would Wilder do this? Dr. Gibbs has two hats. One is his doctor hat, and one is his home 
hat. It seems Wilder put this moment in the play as a transition for the Doc. Dr. Gibbs is a 
practical man. He is a sensible man. This moment in the play is the Doc decompressing from the 
night’s activities. He needs to bring himself back down from the complications of being a doctor. 
The townspeople naturally gravitate toward questions concerning the Doc’s duties. The Doc, 
wanting to metaphorically throw off his doctor’s hat and be a regular guy, merely changes the 
subject toward more nominal topics like the weather. This is his action. 
  “Joe. Anybody been sick? 
 
  Dr. Gibbs. No. Some twins over Polish Town—Joe, I see 
  your teacher Miss Foster is goin’ to get married.” 
   
  Joe. Yes, sir, to a feller over in Concord. 
 
  Dr. Gibbs. I declare. Well, how do you boys feel about that?” 
  (Wilder 5-6) 
 
 Having grown up in New Hampshire himself, Doc Gibbs, even with his education and 
elevated social status, was Joe Crowell also at one point, when he was younger. Vicariously 
through Joe, Doc sheds his doctor’s hat. For a brief moment, he is one of the boys again. 
However, being the consummate doctor that he is, Doc can never quite rid himself of his work 
ethic.  
  “Dr. Gibbs. How’s you knee, Joe? 
  Joe. Fine, Doc, I never think about it at all. Only like you said 
  it always tell me when it’s going to rain. 
  
  Dr. Gibbs. What’s it telling you today? Goin’ to rain? 
 
  Joe. No sir. 
 
  Dr. Gibbs. Sure? 
 
  Joe. Yes sir. 
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  Dr. Gibbs. Knee ever make a mistake?”  
  (Wilder 6) 
 
 Despite this little inquiry, Doc immediately returns to small talk about the weather and 
then proceeds to playfully tease Joe.  
 This initial introduction of Doc Gibbs leaves us with the impression that he is a gracious, 
thoughtful, caring and dedicated man. I believe Wilder embodied all of these qualities of Doc 
Gibbs within his use of the word “pleasant.” The further I delve into the Doc’s character, I begin 
to realize that Wilder’s use of the adjective “portly” does not necessarily pertain to the man’s 
physique so much as it describes an aura about the man. Stereotypically, portly men are assumed 
to be jolly, festival or typically happy the majority of the time. In my opinion it is from this 
stereotype that Wilder draws the characteristic of the term and not the physical implications.  
 After Doc Gibbs’ decompression, he is ready to put on his home hat. He folds up his 
newspaper and heads for his house.  
 Doc still wants to rest, but before he is able to do that, he is aware that once he puts his 
home hat on it splits into two sub-hats. While at home he has his husband hat and his father hat, 
both of which potentially present obstacles to his want of sleep. Upon entering his home he is 
immediately greeted by his wife, who, as the play progresses we discover, is constantly worrying 
about her husband overworking himself. The first exchange we see between the couple is one of 
gentle spousal concern. 
  “Mrs. Gibbs. Everything all right, Frank? 
 
  “Yes, I declare. Easy as kittens.” 
  (Wilder 9) 
 
 Doc enters his home after working all night and his first instinct is to put on good face for 
his concerned wife. His first action is to appease his wife, assuring her that he is well despite his 
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long evening. It is significant testimony as to the Doc’s character, one we also see within his 
work as well. His first instinct is toward others and not himself. Both sides of the Doc present 
themselves during this first exchange. Despite his lack of sleep, he still will not allow his 
commitment to his work to falter. 
  “Mrs. Gibbs. You can catch a couple hours this morning, can’t  
  you? 
 
  Dr. Gibbs. Mrs. Wentworth’s coming at eleven. Guess I know 
  what it’s about too. Her Stomach ain’t what it ought to be.” 
  (Wilder 9) 
 
 Although this particular statement could be interpreted many different ways, I feel the 
Doc is being a tad bit sarcastic concerning Mrs. Wentworth implying that she might be a 
hypochondriac. It makes sense to me that at some point the Doc must drop his professionalism to 
vent about his patients. Who else could be his release other than his wife? However, this does not 
prevent him from attending to the lady anyway. Doc Gibbs is committed to all aspects of his life. 
He is an unwavering professional as well as a devoted husband and father. 
 Mrs. Gibbs then presents another obstacle for her husband before his want of sleep will 
be satisfied.  
  “Mrs. Gibbs. I declare you’ve got to speak to George. Seems 
  like somethin’s come over him lately. He’s no help to me at  
  all. I can’t even get him to cut me some wood. 
 
  Dr. Gibbs. Is he sassy to you? 
   
  Mrs. Gibbs. No. He just whines! All he thinks about is that 
  Baseball…” 
  (Wilder 9) 
 
  Now the Doc puts on his father cap. As the children are heading out for school, Doc 
knows this situation will have to be resolved later in the day when George is home from school. 
However, this does not dissuade him from taking action.  
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  “Dr. Gibbs. George, Look Sharp! 
  George. Yes, Pa! 
  Dr. Gibbs. Don’t you hear your mother calling you?” 
  (Wilder 10) 
 
 Doc’s action here is to warn his son. Although, “warn” might be a harsh word to use for 
the Doc, these actions are filtered through his character. As we will discover as the play 
progresses, Doc’s gentle demeanor in his work and with his wife carries over into his fatherly 
tactics as well. The Doc with these two abrupt addresses to his son, lets George know that his 
father has spoken to his mother and that there will be a conversation to come. 
 Having worn both of his home hats and successfully established himself  “at home”, the 
Doc, once again, comforts his wife and achieves his goal of rest. She is appeased that her 
husband will finally get some rest, if only briefly. 
  “Dr. Gibbs. Guess I’ll go upstairs and take forty winks.” 
  (Wilder 10) 
 
 The next time we encounter the Doc, we find him ready to have the conversation with his 
son about George’s recent poor behavior. The Doc calls his son downstairs. His action is to guilt 
his son. He merely wants his son to recognize his responsibilities and realize that he is not a boy 
anymore. He is able to do without raising his voice in my opinion. He does not need to. He is 
able to chastise his son without being overtly threatening. Doc’s fatherly gift comes through his 
practicality and calm demeanor. He merely brings things to George’s attention, allowing his son 
to judge himself.  
  “Dr. Gibbs. Make yourself comfortable, George; I’ll only 
  keep you a minute. George, how old are you?” 
 
  George. Me? I’m sixteen, almost seventeen. 
 
  Dr. Gibbs. What do you want to do after school’s over? 
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  George. Why, you know, Pa, I want to be a farmer on  
  Uncle Luke’s farm. 
 
  Dr. Gibbs. You’ll be willing, will you, to get up early 
  and milk and feed the stock—and you’ll be able to hoe 
  and hay all day?” 
  (Wilder 28-29) 
 
 Notice that Doc does not literally say, “George. You’re almost a man now!” He does not 
say, “It’s back breaking labor, George. You’re too lazy to be a farmer.” He sets George up. He 
merely asks the right questions. He is a good father. He knows it is important for his son to 
discover his own faults and bad habits. The Doc does not ask George why he wasn’t chopping 
the wood. He merely points out that his Mother was chopping her own wood. To compound this 
imagine, Doc proceeds to layout his wife’s daily schedule, which includes so many things that 
Mrs. Gibbs does for her son’s benefit. I feel there should be no judgment in his voice. He is 
merely stating facts calmly, allowing his son’s mind to weave its own conclusions, or rather 
guilt. The Doc’s cap to this lecture is George’s sniffling. He has achieved what he wants. The 
Doc then gives away his tactic. 
  “Dr. Gibbs. …. Well, I knew all I had to do was call your  
  attention to it. Here’s a handkerchief, son.” 
  (Wilder 29) 
 
 Doc Gibbs, having been a boy in Grover’s Corners, like his son,  
 
recognizes George’s shortcomings as simply characteristics of being a boy. He loves his son and 
knows he will grow up fine. However, everybody needs a little direction every now and then. 
Doc’s fatherly tactics give George perspective. At the same time, recognizing the fact that his 
son is growing up, Doc gives George a raise in allowance. 
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  “Dr. Gibbs. ….George, I’ve decided to raise your spending  
  money twenty-five cents a weeks. …because you’re getting 
  older—and I imagine there are lots of things you must find  
  to do with it.” 
  (Wilder 29) 
 
 Here the Doc acknowledges his son’s responsibility, but positively. He understands the 
necessity of building George into a man. It is his responsibility and duty, which he accomplishes. 
Doc Gibbs is a good father. 
 After dismissing his son off to bed, the Doc continues to read in the kitchen while waiting 
for his wife to return home from choir practice. 
 Doc, being the amiable man that he is, chooses to tease his wife upon her late return 
home. 
  “Dr. Gibbs. You’re late enough. 
 
  Mrs. Gibbs. Why, Frank, it ain’t any later ‘n usual. 
  
  Dr. Gibbs. And you stopping at the corner to gossip with a lot 
  of hens.” 
 
  Mrs. Gibbs. What did you do all of the time I was away? 
 
  Dr. Gibbs. Oh, I read—as usual—What were the girls  
  gossiping about tonight?”   
  (Wilder 32) 
 
 Here we discover another side of the Doc. He plays the role of the saintly martyr, in 
accord with my choices, and playfully guilts his spouse. He implies that while he was home 
reading and disciplining their son, she was out being less than honorable by discussing other 
folks’ business. He labels his wife and her cohorts “girls” and not women or ladies. The Doc is 
choosing to mock this girlish behavior by merely bringing it up, much like his discussion 
concerning George’s poor habits. This exposes the Doc as having a sense of humor as well as all 
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of the qualities that make him a good doctor, husband and father. It gives him another depth to 
create that is fun, which adheres to the second rule of technique from A Practical Handbook for 
the Actor, “ be fun to do.”  
 From this point, the conversation shifts to Mr. Simon Stimson, the choir director, which 
is the subject matter of the girls’ gossip, as Mr. Stimson has a less than reputable character. 
  “Mrs. Gibbs. Well, believe me, Frank—there’s something 
  to gossip about. 
 
  Dr. Gibbs. Hmm! Simon Stimson far gone, was he? 
 
  Mrs. Gibbs. Worst I’ve ever seen him. How’ll that end, 
  Frank? Doctor Ferguson can’t forgive him forever. 
 
  Dr. Gibbs. I guess I know more about Simon Stimson’s 
  Affairs than anybody in this town. Some people ain’t  
  made for small town life. I don’t how that’ll end; but there’s 
  Nothing we can do but just leave it alone.” 
  (Wilder 32) 
 
 This is an interesting exchange. Here, Wilder presents an evocative character with Simon 
Stimson, who is less than perfect. Once again we find the Doc choosing to comfort his wife, but 
Wilder does it in an alternate manner. Simon Stimson is the antithesis of Doc Gibbs. We again 
see the moral fortitude and dedication of the Doc. It seems to me Mr. Stimson’s imperfections 
reflect the Doc’s decentness. Mr. Stimson’s indiscretions make the Doc’s work and family ethic 
shine, and Mrs. Gibbs recognizes this and in turn embraces her husband’s Jimmy Stewart charm. 
 It is from this recognition that Mrs. Gibbs again returns to her concern for her husband’s 
rest. 
  “Mrs. Gibbs. … Frank, I’m worried about you. 
  Dr. Gibbs. What are you worried about? 
 
  Mr. Gibbs. I think its my duty to make plans for you to   
  Get a real rest and change. And if I get that legacy, I’m  
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  going to insist on it. 
 
  Dr. Gibbs. Now, Julia, there’s no sense in going over that 
  again.” 
  (Wilder 33) 
 
 Once again the Doc puts on his husband hat and wants to comfort his wife. As I hinted at 
earlier, I see the Grover’s Corners’ boy woven into the man. I think his humor is a cornerstone of 
his personality. So, once again he teases his wife playfully. 
  “Dr. Gibbs. Come on, Julia. It’s getting late. First thing you  
  thing you know you’ll catch cold.” 
  (Wilder 33) 
 
 This playful side of the Doc serves a greater purpose. It is an intermediary transition 
tactic to take his wife’s attention away from his issue of rest. The Doc would never falter in his 
duties. Whether they be for the town and its population or for his family, he is a staunch, 
dedicated man. Once again he chooses to distract his wife by changing the subject. This always 
assists him in controlling the focus of what is being discussed. 
  “Dr. Gibbs. …I gave George a piece of my mind tonight. I  
  reckon you’ll have your wood chopped, --for a while anyway.” 
  (Wilder 33) 
 
 Once the couple returns to the kitchen, Mrs. Gibbs begins to clean up. The Doc, 
understanding the busy days his wife goes through all day every day, insists that she wait till the 
morning to straighten up.  
  “Dr. Gibbs. …No, no. Start getting up stairs.” 
  (Wilder 33) 
 
 Although these six words could be seen in many different ways, I feel this simple gesture 
testifies to the Doc’s awareness of his wife’s daily trials. It’s simple. It’s sweet. It’s the little 
things. He is an attentive man. In my opinion, this particular moment and line embodies what 
Wilder was attempting to achieve when he wrote Our Town. Community. Home. Family. Love. 
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Simplicity. The Doc is a complex man, but at heart he is simply a good-mannered boy from 
Grover’s Corners.  
 The next time we see the Doc, he is coming downstairs on the morning of George and 
Emily’s wedding. Doc, being the attentive husband that he is, knows that his wife will be overly 
pensive this particular day. He knows that it is his job to keep his wife from losing it. When he 
enters the kitchen he chooses to tease Mrs. Gibbs as his first tactic, thinking this might distract 
her into a humorous mood. 
  “Dr. Gibbs. Well, Ma, the day has come. You’re losing one of 
  your chicks. 
 
  Mrs. Gibbs. Frank Gibbs, don’t you say another word. I feel 
  like crying every minute. Sit down and drink your coffee.” 
  (Wilder 42) 
 
 Obviously, the Doc’s first choice did not result as he would have wished. So, he switches 
his tactic. Using his son George, the Doc begins to paint a picture of himself metaphorically. He 
describes George as he was going through his morning activities emphasizing his son’s naivety 
and youthfulness. He does not do this to provoke his wife, but to remind her of himself on their 
similar morning years ago. 
  “Dr. Gibbs. The groom’s up there shaving himself, only their 
  ain’t an awful lot to shave—whistling and singing like he’s 
  glad to leave us. –Every now and then he says “I do” into the 
  mirror, but it don’t sound convincing to me.” 
  (Wilder 42) 
 
 Although the Doc is in a playful mood and has a light tone, his intention is to soothe his 
wife’s anxiety about their son leaving the nest, then he jumps straight to the chase. 
  “Dr. Gibbs. I remember my wedding morning, Julia. 
 
  Mrs. Gibbs. Now don’t start that Frank Gibbs. 
 
  Dr. Gibbs. I was the scaredest young man in the state of New 
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  Hampshire. I thought I’d made a mistake for sure…” 
  (Wilder 42) 
 
 Here, again, the Doc uses his sense of humor to try and ease his wife; however, this time 
he makes a direct parallel to himself and how unsure he was on his big day. Unfortunately, this 
tactic does not work either. He switches to a more nurturing tactic. 
  “Dr. Gibbs. How’d you sleep last night, Julia? 
  Mrs. Gibbs. Well, I heard a lot of the hours struck off.” 
  (Wilder 42) 
 
 What the Doc does next is sentimental and brave. He allows himself to express his own 
concerns and doubts. Being the consummate husband and provider for his family, it is a 
tremendous thing for him to show a softer side, a less confident side of his character. This 
reveals yet another side of the Doc we have not seen. He is a strong man, but he is a tender man 
also. 
  “Dr. Gibbs. Aya, I get a shock every time I think of George 
  setting out to be a family man—That great gangling thing! 
  I tell you Julia, there’s nothing so terrifying in the world as 
  a son. The relation of father and son is the damndest,  
  awkwardest--” 
  (Wilder 44) 
 
 Next the Doc becomes blunt. With this tactic he abandons his humor, attempting to stir 
his wife into being practical and realize it’s time to let go. Their son is on his way to becoming a 
man. He will trip, but that’s how he will grow up.  
  “Dr. Gibbs. They’ll have a lot of troubles, I suppose, but that’s 
  none of our business. Everybody’s got a right to their own 
  troubles.” 
  (Wilder 44) 
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 However, having possibly jarred his wife, he returns to comforting Mrs. Gibbs. He does 
this by taking her back to when they were young. He basically hugs her with nostalgia. He 
assures his wife that their son will be fine, just as they were and are fine. 
  “Dr. Gibbs. Julia, do you know one of the things I was scared 
  of when I married you? 
 
  Mrs. Gibbs. Oh, go along with you! 
 
  Dr. Gibbs. I was afraid we didn’t have material for  
  conversation more’n’d last us a few weeks. I was afraid 
  we’d run out and eat our meals in silence, that’s a fact. 
  Well, you and I been conversing for twenty years now 
  without any noticeable barren spells.” 
  (Wilder 44) 
 
 The next and last time we see Doc Gibbs is at his daughter-in-law’s  
funeral. He comforts his son for his loss and then places flowers on his own wife’s grave. 
Walking away from the cemetery is the last we see of Doc Gibbs. He is walking away from 
death. Doc Gibbs endures life. He endeavors to persevere. What else can he do? 
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Directorial Exit Interview 
 
Did you feel our production was successful, this being in terms of your vision and casting, 
and not considering the student (twenty something’s) opinion of the play? 
 
 “ I’ve long since forgot about trying to connect to the twenty something generation, 
because nothing seems to connect with them.... yeah, I think, generally, I think the play was very 
successful. There were spots throughout that needed work, but that’s with anything, but like I 
said I thought the play was very successful, and I was really happy with where Caroline (Emily) 
and James (George) arrived. I think James could’ve, well both of them, could’ve gotten more if 
we’d had more time, but I was happy with where they end up.” 
Initially, you cast Chris Klocke as Doc Gibbs and myself as the professor. What was your 
thinking at the time… then how did you ultimately decide that you would offer myself the 
role… despite the given circumstances (Chris leaving and myself being ill and unable to 
perform in Iguana.)  
 
 “Well, originally, part of it was just creating the look of the family. Once I knew I wanted 
to go with James (George), his stockier build made the decision (Chris being stocky himself and 
older). It was a visual thing. Also at the time we were still a little unsure about your health. I 
thought, well, Professor Willard comes in and then goes out. He’s got his one scene, and it was 
about me being able to rehearse you. Then we knew more once the show was cast, so that was 
part of it. Later I saw you would be okay, so I was not as worried about you taking on more lines 
and a larger part.” 
What were my weaknesses, as far as my choices for Doc?  What were my strengths?  
Overall, did you feel that I was successful as Doc, when you consider your original vision 
for the play and the overall, eventual outcome?  What would you have had me do 
differently? 
 
 “Okay, here we go. Here is the juice. Here is my answer to this. This is basically going to 
be, I think, my general comments about you as an actor. I was dumbfounded that you weren’t 
completely, solidly off book after spring break. I thought, surely Patrick knows that the work 
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doesn’t begin until you’re cold on the lines. Then we can actually do something. I felt that you 
were struggling with lines much longer than you should have been. Especially when you had 
spring break off. I thought you’d just blow in and be cold on everything with two weeks left to 
opening. I was a little taken aback by that. I think that is a weakness. Now, I don’t know. That 
was our first show together. I don’t know if this has been a problem anywhere else, but I was 
kind of surprised. These lines are not Stoppard.” 
 At this point in the response I offered a few words of explanation. 
 “In the last year, year and a half, since I’ve been here, learning lines for me has become 
more of a chore, and I’m not sure what has changed, but things have changed. The only thing 
that I think I can equate it to is that I have had distractions, obviously. I’ve allowed these things 
going on in my life to affect my work, which is not acceptable, and I understand that. But it has 
affected me. I used to not fret over learning lines. I was always off book the days I needed to be, 
but now it seems that I am off book, but not cold. It is a struggle for me. So, I know, that I need 
to figure out a new method for myself, because the old one just isn’t working anymore.” 
 David responded, “I would really suggest that, because everybody wonders how do we 
learn lines, and I never saw it as a big deal. It’s just “donkey work.” You just do it and then it’s 
fine. What’s interesting though is that there are still a lot of people out there that are so many 
weeks into rehearsal and still haven’t learned their lines. I think it is age. I also think… for you, 
you have been kind of far between projects. There might be a little muscle work that has 
atrophied, a little bit. That might be part of it. I don’t know. Yes, so, if you want to call that a 
weakness… it surprised me. Knowing how short we were on rehearsals, you said that we had 
only eleven rehearsals, I knew we were pressed, and I was really relying on the MFAs to just 
arrive at the table. Even though I was giving Crissy (Mrs. Webb) grief, she had a truckload of 
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lines, including Iguana, but when I see Crissy struggling, the difference is I see what she is 
playing, I see what her intention is, and sometimes when I see you struggling for a line I don’t 
know what’s behind what you’re trying to do. Your energy always seems to be about finding the 
line rather than me seeing what you’re doing, what you’re trying to get, seeing what you want or 
seeing what your action is. Paraphrase, if you have to, for the sake of the action. I think that is a 
difference and that is something you can work on too. Whether I’ve got the line perfectly or not, 
I know exactly what I want and that has energy and weight on stage. Because of this, there 
always seems to be a vacancy in you when you do not have your lines. 
 Moving on, I’m going to say that one of your strengths is one of your weaknesses. I agree 
with Rodney (Hudson). You rely on your voice. It’s deep. It’s big. It’s booming. It’s your 
default. It’s a great thing, but I do think you do rely on it too much, because it is something I 
think has worked for you.” 
 During this response, I inquired to David, “Can you, within the frame of Doc, give me a 
specific instance or remember an example, because I hear that constantly from everybody. 
Honestly, I have a hard time distinguishing exactly when or where it happens. Because when I 
played Macbeth it was that voice. I did it for four months because Chuck (Gorden) pushed me in 
that direction. Within Doc, I don’t know, but I felt I was subtler, but I do have a big voice.” 
 David responded, “Well I think that in some of your public scenes, I think it is totally fine 
and I think it’s a great default when talking to Joe Crowell or the Constable or whatever, but I 
felt like there needed to be a new tone once you were inside the house – more a discovered 
softness with George. I always felt like the scene with George… I think you got there to a certain 
point, but I think you could’ve gone a lot further in the sense of knowing exactly how you’re 
going to manipulate George, had only to do with that line you left out that one day ‘I knew all I 
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had to do was bring it to your attention.’ To me, remember Rodney (Hudson) always used to say, 
there is a line that tells you what it is in a monologue. To me that was it. That one line. It’s like, 
you had the security of knowing that the moment these words come out of my mouth he’s going 
to feel bad. I feel like that would have allowed you a different vocal quality. But you still had a 
little bit of this stern father figure thing. I think out on the porch with Mrs. Gibbs too was a place 
where you were still using that theater voice. You could have found more range in that scene as 
well. Those are two specific examples for you. 
 I think you needed a rehearsal coat and hard sole shoes earlier. You wear a lot of flip 
flops and you drag your feet a lot, and I don’t know if that conditions how you walk. You 
scuffed your feet a lot and you weren’t aware of it, but I think getting those hard sole shoes early 
for you would have helped. 
 Generally, I think it was one of the stronger performances that you’ve given here. I do 
think that. Specifically, I thought there was a good connection with Jennie (Mrs. Gibbs). I 
thought you were able to find more with her. I thought those scenes were pretty successful. In 
fact I even remember giving you a note saying to back off on some of the touching, because I 
thought the comfort level got to be almost too much, we needed to keep that New England 
stoicism. But I liked the fact that you all connected. I thought that was good.” 
Often times, because of obvious time constraints the director is maneuvered into working 
largely with the primary roles, and in this case, which were cast with young actors. Do you 
feel you had enough time to work me… What would you have focused on more after having 
seen my performances? 
 
 “Oh, (laughing) there is never enough time, but the thing is, it surprised me that I had to 
spend so much time on minute details. I anticipated those things, but at some point you’ve got to 
cut your losses, accept that, what it is… is as good as it’s going to be, and say a little prayer. 
There is never enough time. James and Caroline could have used more. There is so much to play 
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with going into the soda fountain. There are some moments there where we could’ve found more 
stuff for. The one thing I really regret in rehearsal time is the scene with you and George, 
because I had to spend so much time to shape the choir and getting them in and out so that it 
wasn’t eating up your scene. I needed to spend more time on just your scene. We never had 
enough time to break that down moment by moment. That’s a scene I would have wanted more 
time with, specifically.” 
 I added to David’s comments, “In relation to that, I never felt like I connected with 
James. He was always a little absent just sitting there. It made it difficult for me to know what 
would work and what wouldn’t work. Not disregarding your direction, but trying to get 
something from James by doing it this way or doing it that way, attempting to make it seem more 
natural wasn’t working. I never felt like I got there.” 
May we talk about dialect, specifically for a moment, since it was such a big part of the 
show? What would you have done differently, since everybody was responsible for their 
own learning through the tapes? 
 
 “I thought Dan (Schubert-Skelly) had one of the better dialects, which was more than 
appropriate for the Constable. I think that there are imbedded dialects. Howie is one of them. 
Which is an example of the people which are really imbedded in the town who never get out i.e. 
Mr. Webb and Dr. Gibbs. I thought Cameron’s (Howie) dialect was very good too. Differently, 
I’d hire a dialect coach. That would be the first thing that I’d do. Because dialect needs a full 
time person; it needs somebody’s full attention. Someone who could pull people aside while 
other rehearsal is going on and work with them on certain sounds and this and that. I thought 
Zach’s (Mr. Webb) was very good. I thought his was consistent and good. I thought generally 
there was a fairly decent wash/ coloration of the dialect. Individually, some were thicker than 
others, and I don’t have a problem with that. Naturally, some people will have thicker dialects 
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than others. So, I wasn’t looking for that kind of layer. I just wanted to make sure nobody stuck 
out with bad sounds. And actually, the one comment I made to you about sounding ‘Boston’, you 
fixed it. Once I brought that to your attention that one time you fixed it and I never heard it 
again. But, generally, I think the general wash of the dialects was pretty good. I look at P.J. 
(Stage Manager) and wonder if I should have had him in dialect or not, but I think I like the 
choice of not having him in dialect, except when playing a character. He has an everyman quality 
to him. His voice is sort of soothing anyway and not overly theatrical. He has a breathy voice and 
I like the difference between that and the actors. It was a good contrast. But for you, I thought 
your dialect was consistent once we got in and you got into a rhythm. I could have used a little 
bit more of it, maybe. I think it could have been thicker.” 
 I replied, “I didn’t want to over do it. I started to hear, for some reason… I found this 
really old movie. Remember Fred Gwyn, the actor? He was in a really bad Stephen King movie 
call Pet Semetary set in Maine. He had that voice. I started to hear that in my head, and it was 
really overwhelming, so I was really trying not to mimic him, because I had inadvertently 
watched that film while we were rehearsing. I said to myself that’s it right there, but that’s Fred 
Gwyn.” 
 David continued, “It can become a little sing-songy rhythmically speaking. Those 
rhythms of the town folk’s speech needed to be preserved. 
 Let’s talk progression of age now. That was something that surprised me too. In your 
prospectus you labeled Doc as ‘middle aged’. I’m like, ‘Patrick read the script.’ You’re one of 
the few characters which has a specific age listed, but that’s handed down from bad productions. 
If you look at the Paul Newman production, they cast all of these old people playing Doc Gibbs 
and Mr. Webb and everybody. They are not that old.” 
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 I replied, “I think what a lot of that was… there it was right on the page and then I felt 
like an idiot. I believe it said thirty-five. Myself, I’m thirty-eight. To me the character just 
seemed older. I don’t have children and I don’t own a home. I’m not a professional. I feel a lot 
younger than I am, and it just seemed to me that he would be a forty-five year old man as 
opposed to a thirty-five year old.” 
 David continued, “Well, I think also, when we first see him he has been out all night. So 
there is that kind of odd lethargy to him. But I think it’s an interesting given circumstance that 
here he is coming down the street and doesn’t go into the house. He sits out and reads the paper. 
And I don’t care how large the theater is, he’s got to kill time out there somehow. Why? There 
are public moments and private moments, this is private. It’s the burden of the mantel of 
fatherhood and husband. Public moments/ private moments. The moment he steps in the house, 
he’s got to engage on those levels. Sitting on the stoop just reading the newspaper he is just 
Citizen Joe. I think there are qualities about that, and I remember thinking ‘why in the world is 
he having this moment?’ I don’t think Thornton Wilder was sitting there going ‘you know I’m 
going to put him out there just a little bit longer just to give him this private moment or to have 
this moment with Joe (Shane Doty). I don’t think it was conscious on the playwright’s part. I 
think he knew when he wanted Doc to enter the house and when he was going to create these 
different things. I think it’s an interesting quality. But, yeah, he’s not that old. He can be mature 
in a certain way because of his life situation, yeah. I agree with that. But he’s not old. 
Physicality. Mannerisms. I think this is why you needed a rehearsal coat and shoes. I think there 
were other physical aspects you might have discovered with a coat. How to use the coat. Getting 
Jennie (Mrs. Webb) to help you with the coat. When you loosen a tie and when you don’t. I think 
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all of these are small details that you ended up finding, but I think you could have found them 
earlier which might have led to other possibilities.” 
 I responded, “I did three or four pages in my journal on the day I put the shoes on and 
what the differences were. I was like ‘wow’. I should have done this ten days ago. And I 
understand why David is yelling at me right now (Laughing), because I’m an idiot. But it did 
change things.” 
 David continued, “Footwear is unbelievably important, I think, to an actor in terms of 
what it makes you feel like. Then you would have a chance to FIX that scuffing thing earlier, 
Patrick. 
  Okay. Did that help? Give you some stuff? Good.” 
 “Thank you.” I finished. 
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Self Assessment 
 
 Everything about my Our Town experience must begin with my failure before The Night 
of the Iguana. Initially I was to play the Reverend Shannon in Tennessee Williams’ play for the 
Tennessee Williams’ festival in the French Quarter. It was a dream, but it was not to be. The 
older that I become, the more I realize how things never turn out how one would have them. 
Without getting into the gory details, medically speaking, I had to drop my lead role in Iguana, 
much to my dismay. Our Town was the next show of the UNO Spring 2010 season. Initially, 
when I was still officially part of the Iguana cast, Mr. Hoover cast me as Professor Willard, 
which only had the one scene in the play. Fortunately, or rather unfortunately, my health took me 
out of The Night of the Iguana, and simultaneously Chris Klocke, who was primarily cast as Doc 
Gibbs, gave up the part for personal reasons. Mr. Hoover then offered the part to me. It was a 
nice gesture and surprise in the middle of a semester that seemed doomed to me.  
 I find it interesting, here at the end of it all, that I have written so many pages concerning 
a part in a play that merely constitutes only seventeen pages of an eighty-six page script. 
However, the process was a discovery. Doc Gibbs is the moral center of this play. I found him to 
be the glue amongst the myriad of characters in the play. 
 It is a difficult thing to look oneself in the mirror and pass judgment. I’ve always adhered 
to my Father’s discipline. My Father was a career Marine. He always told me, “Shut up and 
listen! You’ll learn more.” The further that I delved into the theater world, the more I took his 
words with me. Years later, when I was instructed by my former professor, Chuck Gorden, I 
heard him reiterate, “There are more acting opportunities when you’re not speaking than when 
you have lines.” His words reflected my Father’s words. Long story short, I find more 
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knowledge and learning from the advice and criticism from my mentors and peers rather than 
getting lost in my own thoughts. However, the powers that be state I must evaluate myself.  
 I’ll begin basically. I had a few successes for my efforts, but for the most part I have to be 
honest with myself. I do not feel that I succeeded with the part of Doc Gibbs overall. When the 
Doc enters the stage for the first time he encounters the young men, Joe and Howie. My 
interactions outside of the Gibbs’ home I believe were truthful. As Mr. Hoover puts it, one of my 
strengths is one of my weaknesses. I have a big “theater” voice and have no problems 
whatsoever projecting. Outside the Doc’s home this voice worked, as I do feel the Doc is a little 
larger than life when out in the community of Grover’s Corners. However, it is when he is in his 
home interacting with his family that I fell short. I was unable to find that softness within the 
Doc. My “theater” voice then became a liability. Its boldness lacked the sincerity that would 
create the intimacy between he and Mrs. Gibbs. Although, despite this liability, I do feel that 
Mrs. Gibbs (Jennie Freeman) and I did have a natural chemistry between the two of us. We were 
quite comfortable embracing one another, as I feel our body language conveyed. However, as I 
stated previously, my vocal choices did not match our physical interactions. 
 Next, came the scene between the Doc and his son George (James Vitale). I never felt 
this scene succeeded once, despite the different choices I made tactically and vocally. I never 
found that gentle authority figure that embodied Doc Gibbs. I take most of the responsibility for 
this scene’s failure. I always came across much too harshly, as Mr. Hoover pointed out during 
my exit interview, and I agreed with him. However, I never felt I got much out of James to play 
on with this scene. He always seemed to play it down, i.e. negatively, in my opinion. Mr. Hoover 
admitted that he felt that the scene was not rehearsed enough, but I cannot blame him at all for 
this, as the production was huge and filled with younger actors, thus his attention and focus had 
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to be on the larger picture. It was my responsibility, as Mr. Vitale, (George), was a young actor 
himself, having only two shows under his belt prior to Our Town. I was the veteran actor. I was 
the MFA.  
 I do feel that I found the humor within Doc Gibbs during the wedding morning scene 
with Mrs. Gibbs. She is hysterical, and the Doc teasingly reminds his wife of their own 
experience when they were young trying ease her anxiety. This I felt worked well. However in 
this scene, as well as the previous scene with Mrs. Gibbs, Mr. Hoover felt that my affection 
toward Jennie was too much. We had discussed previously, during rehearsal, about the stoicism, 
indicative of the time period, the Doc should have concerning public intimacy toward his wife. I 
never really found the balance for this either. 
 Doc Gibbs’ final appearance in the play is during the funeral scene during the third act. I 
feel that this was my most successful part of the play, as it was my most truthful moment on 
stage. The Doc walks all the way downstage and places flowers on his wife’s grave. I knew this 
moment. During April of 2008 I buried my young wife, Rachel. Ironically, during April of 2010, 
just two years later, I found myself placing flowers on my stage wife’s grave. Life truly does 
imitate art. 
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